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INTRODUCTION

In early March of 2020, the official number of coronavirus (“COVID-19”) cases worldwide surpassed 100,000, marking the start of one of the deadliest global pandemics. COVID-19 cases have only increased since the initial surge, surpassing 481 million cases and over 65.8 million deaths worldwide in March 2022, two years since the outbreak. In the United States, there have been over 79 million cases, and over 950,000 deaths, making this pandemic deadlier than the 1918 Flu. The outbreak of this deadly and highly contagious virus created new obstacles. Workplaces and schools transitioned to online learning; restaurants, malls, and shops restricted visitors; people relied more on delivery or takeout services; and national parks closed. Major public transportation systems implemented new regulations to keep people safe. All these changes impacted the lives of law students, particularly

---


minority students, by contributing to continuous uncertainties regarding secure housing and future job placements. No change caused more difficulty for students than the transition to online learning. This unprecedented shift in how we learn has been difficult for new and continuing law students enrolled in traditional American law schools.

Law school is a difficult endeavor with many barriers, such as the cost and preparation for the Law School Admissions Test ("LSAT"), cost of each individual application, and financing law school generally. Attending law school under normal conditions is a challenge because it is structured to favor students from the wealthy elite, or students with access to the best resources for success. First-generation students,


8 Jordan Rothman, Wealthy Students Have a Much Easier Time Succeeding in Law School, ABOVE THE LAW (Sept. 26, 2018, 9:58 AM), https://abovethelaw.com/2018/09/wealthy-students-have-a-much-easier-time-succeeding-in-law-school/ [https://perma.cc/6332-CE93] (providing examples of resources wealthier students are able to access such as the ability to afford summer classes [historically uncovered by financial aid] as a GPA booster, ability to purchase hornbooks and other materials helpful to understanding legal material, and taking a summer seminar prior to law school).

9 While the definition of “first generation student” varies, generally first-generation students are students whose parents did not earn a college or university degree. See Are You a First Generation Student?, CTR. FOR FIRST-GENERATION STUDENT SUCCESS,
students who are Black, Indigenous, and people of color ("BIPOC"), low-income students, non-traditional students, undocumented students, and students with disabilities (who we will refer to collectively here as “Diverse students”), have all suffered at the hands of a system that has historically held them back. An online environment exacerbates these historical and systemic inequities in law schools. Efforts to “go back to normal” amidst the ongoing pandemic, use of letter grades, extensive law review write-on competitions, and harsh and rigorous law firm recruiting, especially the On Campus Interview (“OCI”) process, have only emphasized these barriers.

The first Part of this Article explores the pre-pandemic law school structure and the inequities faced by Diverse students. The second Part examines the effects of the ongoing pandemic and the current cultural and political climate on the law student experience. This discussion incorporates findings from a survey we conducted in 2021, in which we gathered anonymous feedback from law students across the country regarding their experiences with online learning. This Section also discusses students’ reactions to the current political and cultural climate, including the nation’s response to police brutality and the 2020 presidential election as additional factors affecting law students. Lastly, the third Part of this Article offers recommendations to law schools on how legal education can be more equitable during and beyond this global crisis.

I. THE LAW SCHOOL INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE

To assess how the pandemic has adversely affected Diverse students, it is important to look closely and honestly at the experiences of law
school students, particularly BIPOC students, before the pandemic. From law school admissions to hiring, legal institutions reap the benefits of their gatekeeping role, while simultaneously touting their Diverse student populations, to the detriment of underrepresented students. Law schools will market their institutions as progressive and welcoming to Diverse students and the institutions benefit from this marketing. These benefits include, but are not limited to, higher law school rankings (which increase the number of prospective applicants), increased alumni donations, and increased state support (if the law school is public). However, Diverse students often come to find that once they arrive at their law school, it hardly resembles the marketing they were drawn to.

A. Law School Admissions Have Numerous Structural Hurdles for Minority Law Students

1. LSAT

The path to become a lawyer is difficult. First, most schools require a bachelor’s degree and a GPA. Both of these elements pose possible financial barriers to obtaining a legal education. Most schools require students to take standardized tests known as the LSAT or the Graduate Record Examination, both of which cost around $200. Additionally, students must purchase the Credential Assembly Service and Law School Report services from the Law School Admissions Council.

14 See Kevin R. Johnson, The Importance of Student and Faculty Diversity at Law Schools: One Dean’s Perspective, 96 IOWA L. REV. 1550, 1573 (2011). Dean Kevin R. Johnson of UC Davis School of Law explains that schools lack incentives to promote diversity that would benefit underrepresented students by virtue of letting them into law school. Id. at 1551, 1572-77. Because diversity is not a priority for the law school ranking systems currently in place, diversity within law schools suffers. Id.


17 See George B. Shepherd, No African-American Lawyers Allowed: The Inefficient Racism of the ABA’s Accreditation of Law Schools, 53 J. LEGAL EDUC. 103, 105-06 (2003).
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(“LSAC”) in order to prepare and send out law school applications to prospective schools. This costs an additional $240.\(^\text{19}\) Although it is possible to obtain an LSAC waiver, doing so requires proof of parental income if a student is financially dependent or mixed-status (meaning family members have different citizenship statuses), and not all students have access to their parents’ income information or tax returns.\(^\text{20}\) This can be especially difficult in households where one’s parents are without a valid or legal Form W-2 or Form 1040, including those who are paid in cash\(^\text{21}\) or use a fake Social Security Number.\(^\text{22}\)

A high score on the LSAT can help students get into top schools and students are often encouraged to retake the test in order to obtain a higher score.\(^\text{23}\) Many commercial LSAT tutoring programs exist to help

\(^{19}\) Id.

\(^{20}\) See 2020-2021 Verification of Nonfiling Form, Law Sch. Admissions Council, https://www.lsac.org/sites/default/files/media/us-fee-waiver-verification-of-nonfiling-form-2020_ACCESSIBLE.pdf [https://perma.cc/7CXP-D9VP] (requiring parents’ federal tax information to obtain a fee waiver); see, e.g., Zenen Jaimes Pérez, Removing Barriers to Higher Education for Undocumented Students, CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS 17, 23-24 (Dec. 2014), https://cdn.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/UndocHigherEd-report2.pdf [https://perma.cc/S86R-B5TS] (describing how undocumented student parents’ may be below the poverty line or paid under the table and that undocumented students are hesitant to submit documents or information that may reveal that they are undocumented). Given that tax documents or falsified documents may reveal a student’s status, undocumented students may be reluctant to begin the law school admissions process which asks for these documents.


students understand and prepare for the LSAT.\footnote{See \textit{Best Online LSAT Prep Classes}, \textit{College Consensus}, https://www.collegeconsensus.com/law/best-lsat-prep-courses/ (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/9A7A-T3G6].} While these programs are designed for students who need additional assistance with achieving a competitive score, they come at a considerable cost, ranging upwards of $1,600.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{Blueprint Prep}, https://blueprintprep.com/lsat/live-online/courses (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/7R9C-AGWL]; \textit{Kaplan}, https://www.kaptest.com/lsat (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/KQL8-W9M6]; \textit{Powerscore}, https://www.powerscore.com/lsat/courses/ (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/XL67-3U59]; \textit{Princeton Rev.}, https://www.princetonreview.com/grad/lsat-honors-course?ceid=tersh-nav-test-prep (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/E82M-UWB7].} This is an additional barrier for students who may not have the resources to afford a tutoring program. Though some programs offer income-based support or fee waivers, they are insufficient to cover the full range of students in need and can be stressful to obtain.\footnote{See \textit{Everyone Should Be Able To Get A Great LSAT Score}, \textit{Blueprint Prep}, https://blueprintprep.com/lsat/about/financial-aid (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/H2KZ-9MDT] (advertising tuition reduction for live classes to first-time students that have received LSAC fee waivers); \textit{Kaplan Tuition Assistance Program}, \textit{Kaplan}, https://www.kaptest.com/tuitionassistance (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/B6SF-9PHK] (offering tuition assistance based on a combination of GPA and Estimated Family Contribution); \textit{see also Khan Academy Announces Free LSAT Prep for All}, \textit{Law Sch. Admissions Council} (Feb. 28, 2017), https://www.lsac.org/about/news/khan-academy-announces-free-lsat-prep-all [https://perma.cc/V8JD-4Y3J] (providing an alternative, tuition-free LSAT preparation tool featured by LSAC, but this program does not come with a 165+ score guarantee as some other paid commercial courses advertise).} Taking into account this application process, and the fees associated with applying, the path to law school admission is expensive and unfeasible for students without the means to afford tutoring or costs associated with taking (or re-taking) the LSAT.\footnote{Michelle Kim Hall, \textit{Use Fee Waivers to Cut Law School Application Costs}, U.S. News & World Rep. (Mar. 5, 2018, 10:00 AM), https://www.usnews.com/education/blogs/law-admissions-lowdown/articles/2018-03-05/use-fee-waivers-to-cut-law-school-application-costs [https://perma.cc/SM9L-7PMC] (breaking down the costs of applying to law school and describing how an average law school application could cost up to $400 without a fee waiver).}  

Additionally, many first-generation, BIPOC, and other Diverse applicants do not have relatives, peers, or friends who attended law school to guide them through the application process and towards things like fee waivers. Likewise, Diverse applicants may not be aware that there are opportunities to write diversity statements, which may
add depth to their applications. These difficult beginnings for Diverse students set a rocky path to law school.

2. Law School Rankings

The LSAT cannot predict whether a student will have a successful law career. In fact, some schools have discussed eliminating the LSAT requirement as a way to increase the chances of a diverse pool of applicants and a more diverse student body. Yet as of 2019, sixty-two percent of law students in the United States were white. Dean Kevin R. Johnson of UC Davis School of Law explains that schools that try to prioritize diversity of race, socioeconomic status, and gender face hurdles because “current reward structures for law schools . . . do not reward schools that are truly committed to a diverse student body and faculty as concretely as they reward other outcomes.” For example, donors and alumni may donate more to schools who score well in law school rankings based on U.S. News and World Report, which does not consider student diversity in their rankings system, but rather, emphasizes LSAT scores and GPAs. These donations often go to


29 See Shepherd, supra note 17, at 130.


32 Johnson, supra note 14, at 1573.

student scholarships, furthering the disparity between Diverse students and students with access to resources.\textsuperscript{34}

U.S. News rankings may also reduce incentives to promote diversity among law student bodies because the metrics focus on factors such as median LSAT scores as a “predominant measure of student selectivity.”\textsuperscript{35} Prioritizing test scores inhibits law schools from “aggressively pursuing diversity among the student body” because Diverse students tend to score lower than white students.\textsuperscript{36} Even when schools apply some form of affirmative action, they are not always successful in increasing the number of Diverse students.\textsuperscript{37} Furthermore, schools that may have vigorously pursued Diverse students may still fail to prepare them for success in the long term, as measured by bar passage and legal employment rates.\textsuperscript{38}

The law school admissions process is less accessible to students of color and students of low socioeconomic status.\textsuperscript{39} The current

https://perma.cc/JXU8-T9EV

\textsuperscript{34} See Johnson, supra note 14, at 1574 (explaining that students with higher LSAT scores — often the result of having more resources to purchase LSAT prep courses — receive more scholarship money).

\textsuperscript{35} Id. at 1576; Law School Rankings Complicate Diversity Efforts, Research Suggests, Law.com, https://www.law.com/almID/1202453136888/ (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/R96-ZDRD]; The Weight of the LSAT in Law School Applications, MANHATTAN REV., https://www.manhattanreview.com/lsat-role-in-application/ (last visited Apr. 11, 2022) [https://perma.cc/Y8SK-QLJX] (also suggesting the weight of the LSAT is high compared to GPA).

\textsuperscript{36} Johnson, supra note 14, at 1576; see also LAW.COM, supra note 35.


admissions structure is designed to limit diversity and preserve legal education for a wealthier, whiter elite class.\textsuperscript{40}

B. Law Schools Continue to Uphold White Supremacy in the Classroom

Historically, the legal profession has intentionally excluded Black people, women, and other minorities.\textsuperscript{41} Today, public law schools are not explicitly allowed to discriminate by race, gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, or disability status.\textsuperscript{42} However, the majority of law students are white\textsuperscript{43} and the legal profession remains one of the least diverse fields.\textsuperscript{44}

After a grueling admissions process, the actual experience of law school is not any easier. Diverse students continue to experience hardships because most law schools do not do enough to eliminate


\textsuperscript{42} See Office of Civil Rights, Know Your Rights, U.S. DEPT. OF EDUC., https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/know.html [https://perma.cc/FZS7-2UJ3] (noting that public institutions or institutions receiving federal funding are not allowed to discriminate on the basis of race, color, and national origin, sex, disability, or age). But see Colleen Walsh, Supreme Court to Hear Harvard Admissions Challenge, HARV. GAZETTE (Jan. 24, 2022), https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2022/01/supreme-court-to-take-harvard-admissions-case/ [https://perma.cc/DJ34-B7LV] (reporting that the Supreme Court will hear Students for Fair Admissions v. Harvard in October 2022, which focuses on whether Harvard and other universities can continue to use race as a factor in their admissions processes). Because race-conscious admissions currently do not violate the Office of Civil Rights’ policy, an adverse decision in the SSFA case may hinder efforts to create diverse campus communities at Harvard and other universities.

\textsuperscript{43} See infra Part I.A.2.

\textsuperscript{44} Kuris, supra note 31.
systemic racism, ableism, and other forms of bias. Additionally, the costs of attendance are exorbitant, often exceeding $51,268 annually. These costs are a form of financial racism because they exclude diverse students who have, on average, lower incomes and less wealth than white students.

Law school is designed to help prepare students to think in a new manner, emphasizing that there is not always a simple answer. The law is taught as case-based, where cases from as early as the colonial period are used to demonstrate historical and cultural context. In addition, professors use the Socratic method to foster a dialogue with students about class materials, cases, and hypothetical scenarios. Students are asked to analyze and question both sides of a case, including those involving issues such as racism and sexism. Discussions and debates of racial issues, even in the vacuum of a classroom, are emotionally draining to students as they call back to...
America’s history of racism. And improperly navigated discussions of race diminish students’ psychological safety and are therefore a form of violence or trauma.51 Students might be asked to consider whether both sides of the “separate but equal” debate were valid or if those who opposed the Civil Rights Act had strong arguments. Core curriculum cases involving race, such as Plessy v. Ferguson, Brown v. Board of Education, Ashcroft v. Iqbal, and Johnson v. M’Intosh, are often taught in a sterilized manner with a focus on neutrality.52 Treating subjects like racial discrimination as suitable or neutral topics for uncritical discussion can emotionally harm Diverse students by enabling white students to defend arguments which perpetuate systemic racism.53 As put by Professor Aaron N. Taylor at St. Louis University School of Law, “[Black] students live in a world where they have observed, if not experienced first-hand, the relevance of race in the provision and durability of rights and privileges. In the end, they often have to take the extra mental step of disassociating their life experiences from their efforts to appease their professors.”54

In some classrooms, professors prioritize free speech above limiting violence against Diverse students. For example, some law professors and legal scholars, under the guises of accuracy and free speech, believe it is acceptable to use the N-word in the classroom. In 2018, Emory University Law Professor Paul Zwier defended the use of violent language, claiming it was not meant to offend, but to convey historical

51 See id. at 783-88.
52 See, e.g., Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009) (holding that the pleading standard, pursuant to federal civil procedure, requires a plausible cause of action based on facts where federal agents labeled the plaintiff as a person of “high interest” in the September 11th terrorist attacks); Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (holding that racial discrimination in schools is unconstitutional); Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896) (holding that “separate but equal” policies for racial discrimination were constitutional); Johnson v. M’Intosh, 21 U.S. 543 (1823) (holding the United States held title to Native American lands).
facts. In June 2020, Stanford Law Professor Michael W. McConnell also came under fire for reading a quote with the N-word, suggesting that it was intended to “stoke racist opposition to ratification of the Constitution.” Similarly, UCLA Law Professor Eugene Volokh used the N-word in his First Amendment Law classroom. Despite backlash, Volokh justified his behavior saying, “[l]awyers have to deal with facts as they are, regardless of how unpleasant those facts may be.” While Professor Matthew Stiegler, a lecturer in law at University of Pennsylvania School of Law, agrees that lawyers have to deal with unpleasant facts, he contends that attorneys still need to take care to not be offensive in “power-disparity contexts . . . with judges or subordinates, and [especially] in formal settings like court.” As Professor Ruth A. Starkman of Stanford University describes, use of this violent language serves no pedagogical purpose as “[t]here is no moment where a brute historical or textual positivism is essential to learning.” In fact, classrooms that focus on respect and civility lead to more effective learning. The use of racial slurs in the classroom does not advance any key component of a legal education. It is unnecessary and harmful, and felt even more acutely against the backdrop of events

58 Id.
60 Ruth A. Starkman, Dropping the N-Word in College Classrooms, INSIDE HIGHER ED (July 24, 2020), https://www.insidehighered.com/views/2020/07/24/colleges-should-develop-guidelines-using-n-word-classes-opinion [https://perma.cc/86QR-3MP4].
like the Black Lives Matter protests in the summer of 2020, following the murders of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor by police.\textsuperscript{63} Law schools further carry out violence against BIPOC students by employing professors who insist on using racist slurs, implicitly validating their ideas. For example, UCLA School of Law’s dean committed to work with the school’s Asian and Black Law Student Associations to address the harm created by Professor Volokh in an emailed statement.\textsuperscript{64} The dean promised that the school’s response would not end with that email, yet Professor Volokh is still teaching Advanced Constitutional Law, despite the criticisms he has drawn from Black law students.\textsuperscript{65}

Additionally, UC Davis School of Law perpetuated harm upon minority students inflicted by Professor Volokh. UC Davis School of Law boasts about ranking third among U.S. law schools for racial justice\textsuperscript{66} and hosted a racial justice speaker series throughout 2020–21.\textsuperscript{67} It also signed an anti-racism pledge in June 2020 during the Black


\textsuperscript{65} Id.; \textit{UCLA Law 201 - Constitutional Law II}, UCLA LAW (Feb. 8, 2021), https://curriculum.law.ucla.edu/guide/InstructorCourse [https://perma.cc/CYQ6-6RBQ].


\textsuperscript{67} One of the speakers for the Racial Justice Event Series was Sacramento Mayor Darrell Steinberg. \textit{See Racial Justice Speaker Series 2020-2021}, UC DAVIS SCH. OF L. (Sept. 23, 2020) https://law.ucdavis.edu/racial-justice-speaker-series/ [https://perma.cc/58G3-L4H]. Steinberg has been criticized for not “second guessing” the decisions made by Sacramento Police Officers in the murder of Stephon Clark, an unarmed Black man. \textit{See Nick Miller, After Declining to 'Second Guess' Cops Who Killed Stephon Clark, Sacramento Mayor Calls Shooting 'Just Plain Wrong', CAPRADIO (Mar. 25, 2018), https://www.capradio.org/articles/2018/03/25/after-declining-to-second-guess-cops-who-killed-stephon-clark-sacramento-mayor-calls-shooting-just-plain-wrong/} [https://perma.cc/6XB-P88U] (citing Mayor Steinberg’s comments after the shooting of Stephon Clark, in which he called the actions wrong but did not fully admonish his police department). Steinberg has also been criticized for Sacramento’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the city’s handling of homelessness. This is particularly poignant because Sacramento’s Black community makes up eleven percent of the county’s overall population, yet Black people make up twenty-eight percent of the county’s homeless
Lives Matter protests in support of its Black Law Students Association. Yet, its flagship journal published one of Volokh's latest articles for its Volume 54 Symposium Issue. For a law school also known as “King Hall,” after Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the UC Davis Law Review’s decision to publish Professor Volokh’s work stands in direct opposition to the law school’s mission to support and promote diversity and public service. The Black Law Students Association at UCLA School of Law, supported by UC Davis School of Law’s Black Law Students Association, wrote a letter denouncing Professor Volokh’s stance. In publishing Volokh in spite of this outcry, UC Davis School of Law has harmed its Black students and UCLA School of Law continues to harm its Black students by employing him.

These institutions priding themselves on racial justice initiatives reads as hypocritical at worst and disingenuous at best, considering both law schools and UC Davis Law Review’s continued indulgence in Professor Eugene Volokh’s work. While institutions across the nation are denouncing racism and police violence against Black people, these same institutions are allowing legal scholars to push harmful and racist ideologies, which in turn validates these ideologies. At the crux of the population, and forty-five percent of homeless deaths are people of color as of 2019. See Sarah Mizes-Tan, As Sacramento County Homeless Deaths Rise, African-Americans Are Overrepresented, CapRadio (Aug. 5, 2020), https://www.capradio.org/articles/2020/08/05/as-sacramento-county-homeless-deaths-rise-african-americans-are-overrepresented/ [https://perma.cc/U7UX-X3VN] (citing statistics from a report by the Sacramento Regional Coalition to End Homelessness).


70 Email from Alexis Logan, President, UC Davis Black L. Student Ass’n, to UC Davis Law Classes of 2020, 2021, and 2022 (Apr. 23, 2020, 5:16 PST) (on file with authors) (“In support of University of California, Los Angeles School of Law (UCLA) and University of Oregon School of Law (UO) Black Law Students Association (BLSA) chapters, UC Davis BLSA is spreading awareness on the following two issues: Please take a moment to look at UCLA’s website to read about how Professor Volokh used the n-word during his Constitutional Law II class and on his blog. After, please read UO BLSA’s demand letter that addressed Professor Shurtz wearing blackface and the school’s failure to apply appropriate disciplinary action. Both actions were done at the expense of Black students’ mental health and wellbeing. No student should be subjected to such blatant mistreatment. UC Davis BLSA stands in solidarity with both BLSA chapters.”); see also UCLA BLSA (@BLSAUCLA), TWITTER (Apr. 18, 2020, 5:53 PM), https://twitter.com/BLSAUCLA/status/1251673261227147267?s=20&t=xFSyrcQjALqMReh5xLQg [https://perma.cc/7EDK-6AVK].

71 See supra notes 69–70 and accompanying text.
issue is balancing what has developed as First Amendment protections based on academic freedom with the real and palpable harm of Diverse students. Legal institutions are tasked with the balancing act of creating a more equitable legal profession and allowing the espousal of ideas that perpetuate the same inequities they purport to fight. Another example comes from Georgetown University School of Law (“GULC”), which extended an employment contract to Ilya Shapiro who, in the wake of Justice Steven Breyer’s retirement announcement at the Supreme Court, made anti-Black comments about the potential of a Black woman supreme court justice.\(^72\) Georgetown’s Black Law Students Association called for a revocation of Shapiro’s employment offer with a petition of over 1,000 student signatures in solidarity. In turn, GULC put Shapiro on administrative leave.\(^73\) However, this is not the exact response called upon by the school’s Black Law Students Association. Should Shapiro resume his employment contract with GULC, this would be just one more recent example of law schools continuing to reinforce white supremacist rhetoric on their campuses.

In addition to overlooking and condoning harmful faculty pedagogy, law schools reinforce the difficulties that Diverse students face through competitive ranking systems. Typically, law schools foster a competitive environment by using a bell-curve grading system,\(^74\) which allows for a limited number of students to obtain high marks (A+, A, or A-) and a majority of students to obtain grades in the B range.\(^75\) Many prospective employers look at student transcripts when determining who to hire and\(^76\) many job postings are only really available to students ranked in

---

\(^72\) Nadine El-Bawab, [Lecturer Suspended After Comments About Biden’s Supreme Court Selection](https://abcnews.go.com/US/lecturer-suspended-comments-bidens-supreme-court-selection/story?id=82599414) (referring to Tweets made by Professor Shapiro indicating that his Justice nomination preference, Sri Srinivasan, “doesn’t fit into the latest intersectionality hierarchy so we’ll get lesser black woman”).

\(^73\) Id.


\(^75\) Id.

\(^76\) See [Are 1L Grades Really that Important in Law School](https://jdadvising.com/are-1l-grades-really-that-important-in-law-school/), JD Advising.
the top third of their class.\(^\text{77}\) This heavily burdens students hoping to find high-earning or prestigious employment. Additionally, many firms and clerkships value student involvement in law review, which may require a student to have high grades or to compete in a write-on competition.\(^\text{78}\) Lastly, grades, first-year grades in particular, are highly correlated with the amount of scholarship money that students receive.\(^\text{79}\) Students with conditional scholarships can only retain them if they maintain a high grade point average.\(^\text{80}\) Similarly, some law schools offer additional scholarship money based on a student’s class rank or GPA.\(^\text{81}\) These funding realities, where students are competing for grades, scholarships, and jobs, create a volatile environment. For BIPOC, low-income, and other Diverse students, it may be crucial to obtain additional scholarship money to remain in school or a high paying position upon graduating to pay off student debt.\(^\text{82}\) For undocumented students, these scholarships are necessary because they are ineligible for federal financial aid.\(^\text{83}\) This current legal funding and grading system may help to explain why only two percent of big law firm partners are Black, 2.80 percent are Latinx, and 4.08 percent are hire students based on first-year grades despite evidence that they are missing other qualified candidates by focusing only on first-year grades).

\(^{77}\) See Are 1L Grades Really that Important in Law School, supra note 76.


\(^{79}\) See Don Macaulay, Can 1L Grades Impact How Much I Pay for Law School?, BARBRI L. REVIEW, https://lawpreview.barbri.com/1l-grades-impact-law-school-cost/ (last updated Dec. 22, 2020) [https://perma.cc/XR28-GPYM] (“Many [first-year] scholarships are ‘conditional’ — making them contingent on you maintaining a certain GPA or class rank during the 1L year . . . [A]fter 1L grades are released in June law schools will sometimes award significant scholarships to top students that reduces their tuition during the second and third year.”).

\(^{80}\) Id.

\(^{81}\) Id.


Asian. People of color are also underrepresented at the associate level where only 5.10 percent are Black, 5.64 percent are Latinx, and 12.12 percent are Asian. These numbers are significantly lower for women whose identities intersect with these demographics.

Judicial clerkships are also highly sought after by recent graduates. Again, white graduates are overrepresented across all judicial clerkships, “especially at the federal level where white graduates obtained over 79% of all federal clerkships, despite making up only 67% of the class [of 2019] overall.”

High tuition costs, racist pedagogy and rhetoric, administrative inaction, and competitive class ranking systems continue to serve as barriers to Diverse students and result in disparate learning and achievement.

C. Minority Law School Graduates Continue to Face Structural Barriers and Microaggressions Throughout Their Legal Careers

Additional barriers exist for Diverse and underrepresented law school graduates. The bar exam is an obstacle for all recent graduates, particularly for those who are Diverse. When the bar exam was first deployed sixty-years ago, it purported to test a student’s minimum competency to practice law at the completion of their education. It was also intended to limit competition in the legal field by reducing the number of lawyers that could enter practice. There is no evidence-based definition of minimum competence, and it is questionable...
whether the bar exam can truly test for minimum competency. Accordingly, the bar exam as it stands tests a person’s ability to take the exam, and not necessarily the ability to practice law.

Most students find it necessary to supplement their bar study by purchasing a bar exam preparation course. These courses range in cost from $1,000 to $4,000 dollars. Regardless of the course, all recommend students spend roughly 400 hours studying for the exam, approximately two months at forty to fifty hours per week. On average, Black law graduates have greater difficulty passing the bar than white law graduates. A study done by LSAC in 1998 shows that 38.6 percent of Black students failed to pass the bar exam the first time, while the failure rate was 8.07 percent for white students. Other sources suggest that Black and first-generation students may lack the financial means to completely dedicate their time to bar study. Many are required to work while preparing to take the bar, taking away from the 400 hours of recommended study.

96 LINDA F. WIGHTMAN, LSAC NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL BAR PASSAGE STUDY 27 (1998), https://www.lawschooltransparency.com/reform/projects/investigations/2015/documents/NLBPS.pdf [https://perma.cc/FGY2-WSLC]. It is important to note that this LSAC study is twenty-four years old and LSAC has not published any studies surveying similar data since 1998. More current data is needed to explore whether this phenomenon has changed over the past two decades.
Diverse students who have disabilities face additional barriers in taking the bar exam.\(^8\) The State Bar of California exercises a high level of scrutiny when students request bar exam accommodations.\(^9\) It typically requires students to prove their disability with a review of all accommodations received in prior exams and provide supporting documentation from a physician, which may require an invasive interview on how the disability affects the student, interviews with parents or spouses, IQ tests, psychological tests, and neuropsychological tests.\(^10\)

The most common accommodation granted to bar-takers is more time to take the exam.\(^11\) In 2016, a woman with disabilities sued the New York Board of Bar Examiners, arguing that they violated Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act by not providing extra time.\(^12\) She asserted that they failed to accommodate her requests for her debilitating panic disorder, causing her to fail the exam twice before she passed the third time after obtaining double time.\(^13\) However, for some, additional time is not enough to meet their needs. For example, a student in Florida was denied an accommodation request that the Florida Board of Bar Examiners average her scores on parts A and B as they would for applicants who are able to take both parts during the same administration.\(^14\) The Board held that the only accommodation owed was more time.\(^15\) This situation in Florida occurred in 1998, but these types of problems persist. These institutional challenges are especially difficult for students who have disabilities and identify as BIPOC as they face cumulative barriers to becoming an attorney in both access to financial resources as well as accommodating resources. With
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\(^11\) Id., supra note 98.

\(^12\) T.W. v. New York State Bd. of L. Exam’rs, 996 F.3d 87, 90 (2d Cir. 2021).

\(^13\) Id.

\(^14\) Florida Bd. of Bar Ex’rs re S.G., 707 So. 2d 323, 324 (Fla. 1998).

\(^15\) See id.
the added layer of the ongoing pandemic, some students had to risk their lives and take the bar exam in person in order to receive the additional time accommodation they needed.\textsuperscript{106}

Beyond the bar exam, BIPOC students continue to face overt and subtle discrimination in their legal careers that their white peers do not experience.\textsuperscript{107} The legal profession is not diverse; for example, in a diversity study conducted at 232 law firms, women of color and Black women made up 8.57 percent and 1.73 percent of the attorneys, respectively.\textsuperscript{108} In another study conducted by the American Bar Association, women of color reported the greatest level of bias in the legal workplace.\textsuperscript{109} In that study, sixty-three percent of women of color reported having to go “above and beyond” to get the recognition given to other colleagues, sixty-seven percent reported being held to higher standards than colleagues, and around half reported having unequal access to high-quality assignments.\textsuperscript{110} Firms may encourage associates to assimilate to the firm’s culture, which can be an additional cost barrier for Diverse attorneys, particularly Black women, who may have to pay for hair treatment and well-tailored attire in order to fit in.\textsuperscript{111}

There are further gender and racial biases at play in a courtroom for litigators.\textsuperscript{112} Oral advocacy is often taught in law school from a white male perspective, influencing our common argument styles and

\begin{flushleft}


\textsuperscript{110} Id.

\textsuperscript{111} Melaku, supra note 108.

\textsuperscript{112} See generally Mairi N. Morrison, May It Please Whose Court: How Moot Court Perpetuates Gender Bias in the Real World of Practice, \textit{6 UCLA Women’s L.J.} 49 (1995) (discussing rampant gender bias in the courtroom through various lenses, including dress style, attractiveness, and the perception of the female body in the courtroom).
\end{flushleft}
personal appearance before a judge.\textsuperscript{113} Students are taught to be loud, linear, dispassionate, and imposing — an often-difficult stance to take if you are not a white man.\textsuperscript{114} Women with other rhetorical styles run the risk of not being taken seriously in a courtroom.\textsuperscript{115} The challenges that Diverse attorneys and law students face are only exacerbated today by the ongoing pandemic.

\section*{II. The Pandemic and Its Disparate Impact on Minority Students Across the Country}

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, people of color are at a higher risk of infection, hospitalization, and death as compared to their white counterparts.\textsuperscript{116} Black, Latinx, and Indigenous populations are 2.4-3.1 times more likely to be hospitalized with COVID-19, and 1.7-2.7 times as likely to die.\textsuperscript{117} Additional factors that contribute to higher risks for people of color are “socioeconomic status, access to healthcare,” and occupational exposure to the virus.\textsuperscript{118} This data is a reflection of the unique challenges facing people of color and low income individuals. These existing hurdles related to socioeconomic status and access to resources are among the obstacles Diverse students face prior to law school, which compound the inequities Diverse law students face when navigating additional inequities within law school today.

The ongoing global pandemic and the current cultural and political climate place additional burdens on Diverse students.\textsuperscript{119} A number of stressors have developed in the wake of the pandemic. School-related issues, such as access to adequate technology, dedicated space for study, and financial stability have been particularly debilitating for Diverse students.

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{113} See id. at 54-55.
\textsuperscript{114} Id.
\textsuperscript{115} See id.
\textsuperscript{117} Id.
\textsuperscript{118} Id.
\end{footnotesize}
students.\textsuperscript{120} Non-school related issues, such as police violence and the contentious political landscape, have further disenfranchised Diverse law students.\textsuperscript{121}

To capture and describe how law students experience these inequities today, we conducted an informal survey to gather data about the barriers in legal education during the pandemic in the Spring of 2020. We asked questions about living arrangements, housing, financial security, identity, mental and physical health, and academic support. Our survey was conducted over one month, from January 3 to January 29, 2021. We solicited students to share their thoughts and experiences anonymously and surveyed a random sample of ninety-two students from different law schools throughout the country over the internet. This approach allowed us to evaluate self-reported variables, as the participants reported their own thoughts, feelings, and fears regarding in-person schooling at the height of the pandemic. Of the total students surveyed, 98.9 percent self-identified as full-time students while 1.1 percent identified as part-time students. Approximately sixty-one percent of students identified themselves as a part of the class of 2022, twenty-one percent as the class of 2023, and eighteen percent as the class of 2021. While the survey was limited to responses by students in the United States, we gathered a diverse range of responses that reflects opinions from the West Coast at 59\% (35), the East Coast at 23\% (14), the Midwest at 12\% (4), and the American South at 5\% (3).

We coded our data based on numerous factors, particularly focused on if they were attending law school in-person prior to the pandemic, if they had a known disability, whether they or a loved one developed COVID, and whether their financial situations changed due to the pandemic. We also had survey respondents rank their priorities before and after the pandemic, including academics, social life/community building, child care, physical and mental health & wellness, and food and financial security. Finally, we also provided space for personal testimony to contextualize each individual’s response.


Though we acknowledge the limitations of this survey and methodology, we believe it allowed us to represent contemporary student viewpoints not reflected elsewhere by taking a practical rather than academic approach in order to gather data quickly. Our purpose was to hear directly from students in an unfiltered way. The responses were candid and provide insight into what law school students faced at the start of the pandemic.\(^{122}\)

A. Inequities Exacerbated by the Pandemic Within the Law School and Legal Community

To better understand the experiences of current law students, it is important to look at how the law school structure has changed because of the pandemic. Traditional American law schools were built to support in-school learning, so in the wake of the emergency shift to online learning, Diverse law students were left with more obstacles than before.

As the first few cases of COVID-19 were reported in the United States, law school administrators were confronted with the reality of navigating a global pandemic.\(^{123}\) While schools were grappling with the transition to online learning, students were attempting to adjust to learning from home. Switching to an online environment posed a challenge for many Diverse students, particularly those from low-income backgrounds who may have dependents, live with family, or lack adequate space.\(^ {124}\)

Several surveyed students who are also parents had to navigate online learning simultaneously for themselves and for their children.\(^ {125}\) Online learning disadvantages student parents and those without access to a separate area for studying.\(^ {126}\) For example, one student-parent reported having to quarantine from her daughter who tested positive for COVID-19. Nearly every student-parent reported childcare and balancing their studies as a main obstacle to online learning, followed by issues with technology, internet, or Zoom.

For students living together as roommates, this can prove especially difficult. Some survey respondents shared a communal workspace and had classes at the same times as their roommates, which added to the

\(^{122}\) Orozco & Policarpio, supra note 13.
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stress of online learning.\textsuperscript{127} If one student had to unmute for an unexpected cold call (used in the Socratic method of teaching, popular in law school), their roommate’s lecture could be overheard and would cause unnecessary disturbances for the class. Another student noted that their internet dropped as they were on a cold call, which caused anxiety about how the drop might affect their grade.\textsuperscript{128} This additional stressor was a product of the emergency switch to online learning.

During exam time, all students had to find quiet areas to take exams or study. One student reported that they had to take their exam in the bathroom — the only place in their entire home which was quiet enough to take an exam.\textsuperscript{129} This awkward arrangement puts the student at a disadvantage over those taking an exam in a non-shared bedroom, home office, or study. Where in-person instruction requires students to test in the same environmental conditions, testing from a bathroom is a substantial difference from taking an exam in the privacy of another room, such as a home office. One individual wrote, “The lack of access to a devoted study space really crippled my ability to focus and feel like I was adequately preparing.”

Some students could not justify the continued cost of living near their law school when classes were online.\textsuperscript{130} As such, they returned home, where they were subject to shared spaces and less privacy. Students at home reported that family members would interrupt them during class time or exams, unfamiliar with the unspoken customs of attending a lecture or unable to understand how such interruptions impaired learning and learning outcomes.\textsuperscript{131} Interruptions during class lectures was a common theme among respondents — whether it was a loved one entering a workspace, unstable internet or a lack of internet access, or other difficulties.

This led to another challenge Diverse students had to navigate — adequate access to technology. A common theme among respondents was lack of stable access to internet. Students reported having poor internet and would lose internet during power blackouts. Another student reported that if any of their roommates had different classes at the same time, or if they were in the same class but the professor required everyone to have their camera on, then their internet would go out almost immediately. Another reported that the power often went out in their apartment building, due to tenants constantly tripping the
breaker, which would take the internet out as well. Students who lived with other students or working professionals were forced to share internet bandwidth, which would often result in dropped connections. Oftentimes, students would have to request recordings of these lectures, which could come with a myriad of obstacles such as requiring doctor’s notes or documentation of the death of an immediate family member, and if approved, students had to spend additional time re-watching them. Interrupted live lectures due to internet failure and re-watching lectures put students, specifically lower-performing students, at a disadvantage.

In addition to their regular law school responsibilities, many students found themselves in caretaker roles. As the pandemic surged, some students were caring for loved ones who were exposed to or tested positive for COVID-19, or infected themselves. One student who tested positive for COVID-19 during their exam period reported that the only accommodation they were given was a two-day grace period for taking their final. Other students who have tested positive for COVID-19 shared similar experiences regarding lack of support from their law schools.

See Arougheti, supra note 120.

See, e.g., Emmy M. Cho, Students Push for Changes to ‘Stringent’ Class Recording Policy, HARV. CRIMSON (Feb. 26, 2021), https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2021/2/26/harvard-law-school-recording-policy-criticism/ [https://perma.cc/EUL5-3CZ5] (discussing the difficulty in obtaining access to class recordings due to Harvard Law School’s recording policy). Students who might try to make their own class recordings could violate the professor’s copyright. See, e.g., Guidance on UC Davis Instructor Copyright, UC DAVIS LIBR. https://www.library.ucdavis.edu/service/scholarly-communications/instructor-copyright/ (last visited Apr. 22, 2022) (providing sample language for professors’ syllabi: “You may not reproduce, distribute or display (post/upload) lecture notes or recordings or course materials in any other way — whether or not a fee is charged — without my express prior written consent. You also may not allow others to do so.”)
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sympathetic, there was not much they could do other than to avoid calling on the individual during class.\textsuperscript{138}

Many of these students worried about worsening symptoms, trips to the emergency room, and infecting others.\textsuperscript{139} This stress was an additional mental and physical load to bear. While law schools shared messages about mental health, they simultaneously carried on with legal education as usual.\textsuperscript{140} Classes continued apace, with little pause for those who were suffering the worst of the pandemic.

Diverse students are at a higher risk of being exposed to or infected with COVID-19. Our anecdotal survey data indicates that Diverse students are less likely to have support and resources to succeed in law school.\textsuperscript{141} They are also more likely to live with family during the pandemic.\textsuperscript{142} All these factors serve to widen the inequity gaps between Diverse and white students. Further, students who are caregivers are disproportionately affected by the pandemic\textsuperscript{143} and their personal load outside of law school is usually greater than that of other students. Many Diverse law students reported being caretakers or holding part-time positions in order to fund their education, which further contributed to their exposure to COVID-19. Those who were laid off or lost financial income due to COVID reported impacted access to resources, such as food and adequate health care.\textsuperscript{144}

These issues triggered a student response across the country that resulted in a number of changes for Spring 2020.\textsuperscript{145} Law schools that

\textsuperscript{138} Id.

\textsuperscript{139} See id.


\textsuperscript{141} See Orozco & Policarpio, supra note 13.

\textsuperscript{142} Id.

\textsuperscript{143} See Bruce Horovitz, Five Million Student Caregivers Need More Resources and Flexibility from Schools, AARP (Sept. 30, 2020), https://www.aarp.org/caregiving/life-balance/info-2020/student-caregivers-need-support.html [https://perma.cc/W4RJ-SU89].

\textsuperscript{144} See Orozco & Policarpio, supra note 13.

\textsuperscript{145} Student advocates across the United States petitioned their respective law schools for changes to the grading curriculum during the spring of 2020 after many stay-at-home orders had been implemented. The following letters are of note, as they all demanded grades to be adjusted to some form of Pass/No Pass (“P/NP”) system to address the uncertainty and inequity caused by the growing COVID-19 pandemic. See, e.g., José Ramon Garcia Madrid, We Urge Compassion: An Open Letter to Dean of the
typically had letter grading considered a number of alternatives in order to lighten the burden on their most vulnerable students.\textsuperscript{146} Of law schools that went public with their grading changes, 131 instituted a “pass/no pass” grading system and thirty-seven instituted a “pass/no pass” option, which allowed students to change from letter grades to “pass/no pass” after grades were released. Eight schools provided similar grading systems to the first two, and three schools had no changes.\textsuperscript{147} The data here is self-reported by students attending these institutions.


While these options were not ideal, many students felt that they were more equitable than continuing with regular grading. However, other students, particularly those not attending top-ranked schools, felt that the lack of letter grades might prevent them from being viewed as competitive job candidates. By Fall 2020, a number of schools returned to letter grading, while some adopted a single “pass/no pass” option, which allows students to change one letter grade to a “pass/no pass” credit. However, students who opted for this “pass/no pass” credit in lieu of a letter grade ran the risk of being perceived negatively. Diverse students are left to navigate this difficult choice, while shouldering more responsibilities than their classmates. Given that many law school classes remain graded on a curve, it follows that the students most likely to succeed in the current circumstances are the
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148 See, e.g., Miers, supra note 145 (citing a letter signed by 200+ students at Santa Clara Law urging for P/NP grading).


151 Teresa Watanabe, A’s for All? Pass/Fail? Colleges Grapple with Grading Fairness During Coronavirus, L.A. TIMES (Mar. 27, 2020), https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-27/grades-vs-pass-fail-colleges-grapple-with-student-demands-to-change-grading-during-coronavirus [https://perma.cc/8N7P-EC4X] (quoting Dean Erwin Chemerinsky, of UC Berkeley School of Law: “I worried that students who were most likely to get high grades would opt for that and then credit would be perceived as a mediocre grade. . . . This would put pressure on students to retain grades and undermine what [Berkeley Law is] trying to accomplish.”); see OROZCO & POLICARPIO, supra note 13.
same students who are likely to have support and resources during in-person instruction. The universal “pass/no pass” grading system, where all students are graded the same and equally, seems to be one of the few truly equitable avenues that law school administrators have explored that supports students who are struggling the most. Students have also advocated for universal pass, also known as “UP.” This method would allow all students to pass, regardless of hardship or access to resources, whereas a Pass/No Pass grading system still allows for students to fail a course. As Yale’s student newspaper explained:

Arguments in favor of universal pass center on the idea that campus is an equalizer. Living away from campus inherently gives some students — those with consistent access to the internet and a stable home life — an advantage, advocates argue. A universal pass system would help level that playing field, at least in terms of grading, proponents say.

Unfortunately, not a single law school has adopted this grading system. For first-year law students beginning in Fall 2020, online learning has been especially difficult. The in-person, human interaction of law school has been hard to recreate online. Students have struggled to develop meaningful connections with their classmates or upper-level students. Many reported feeling isolated and alone. While second- and third-year students had the benefit of knowing their peers in some capacity before online learning, first-year students have found it difficult to meet classmates, form study groups, or develop friendships. While this difficulty has been acknowledged by some law school administrations, the onus to create social connections and make first-year students feel welcome ultimately fell to student groups and affinity organizations. This added to the burdens of second- and third-year students who are likely to have support and resources during in-person instruction.

152 See OFF. FOR C.R., supra note 119, at 13-22 (discussing struggles faced by Diverse K-12 students). Diverse K-12 students who struggle will be the same law students who struggle under similar circumstances.
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students, many of whom were dealing with difficulties associated with the pandemic. These obstacles have added to the significant burdens that Diverse students carry. The added challenge of performing during a global pandemic has raised issues that schools and students were ill-prepared to navigate.

Unfortunately, even as the nation approaches the third year of the COVID-19 pandemic, equitable solutions remain minimal. In Fall 2021, many universities returned to full in-person instruction with vaccine and booster requirements for students and faculty, as well as mask mandates for indoor activities — but not all.\textsuperscript{156} As of July 29, 2021, for example, none of the ten law schools in Texas required the COVID-19 vaccine.\textsuperscript{157} What then does equity look like when immunocompromised individuals are unable to get the vaccine for health reasons, but are simultaneously more susceptible to severe consequences if they contract COVID? How are they able to attend in-person instruction — with a barrier requirement in place or without a modest guarantee of avoiding exposure?

The answer is decided on a case-by-case basis at each institution. Some students were offered the option to take a term off and delay graduation.\textsuperscript{158} Others lobby their professors or administration for some kind of accommodation but this doesn’t always result in a full time course load. By rendering a student less than full-time, the student often has to pay additional fees or take on fees equivalent to full-time but with


\textsuperscript{157} See supra 156, COVID-19 Updates, Univ. of Tex. Sys.

\textsuperscript{158} See, e.g., Fall 2020-21 Options: Frequently Asked Questions, BERKELEY LAW, https://www.law.berkeley.edu/academics/llm/traditional-llm/fall-2020-21-options-faqs/ (last visited Apr. 17, 2022) [https://perma.cc/36C6-HGSQ]; see also Updated Guidance for Interruptions of Study Related to Coronavirus (COVID-19), FED. STUDENT AID (May 15, 2020), https://lsapartners.ed.gov/knowledge-center/library/electronic-announcements/2020-05-13/updated-guidance-interruptions-study-related-coronavirus-covid-19-updated-june-16-2020 [https://perma.cc/HR2C-58L2] (“[F]or all leaves of absence granted as the result of COVID-19 related circumstances, an institution may approve, and students may begin, a leave of absence prior to submitting a written request for an LOA . . . . For example, an institution offering a program for which distance education is not a viable option may decide to suspend the program on a temporary basis placing all students on approved LOAs. The institution would then solicit LOA requests from those students.”)
a longer stay in the degree program. As more specialists say that the COVID-19 will always be an epidemic and not an endemic disease, law school programs will need to shift to protect new and current students.\textsuperscript{159} While an endemic virus or disease will spread slowly over a period of time, typically over years, an epidemic virus or disease will see rapid increases over a period of days or months. To protect their most vulnerable community members, law schools will need to prepare effectively for rapid shifts based on how and when the COVID-19 variants spread.

In late Fall 2021, the scientists in South Africa identified a new strain of COVID-19, the Omicron variant. The Omicron variant, coupled with the dominant Delta variant, swept the globe. Within a month, Omicron became the dominant strain globally. This caused widespread concern and forced universities across the nation to return to remote instruction for the first few weeks of the spring/winter period.\textsuperscript{160} Following this remote period, law schools returned to in-person instruction.

As of February 2022, U.S. COVID deaths hit 900,000 with approximately 76 million cases throughout the nation.\textsuperscript{161} At the same time, law students pushed back against university policies requiring the


return to in-person learning. Students at the University of California, Los Angeles (“UCLA”) drafted a petition with over 1,300 signatures to demand that the school provide more flexibility for students to choose between in-person classes and remote alternatives. UC Davis, similarly, had a petition of over 400 signatures demanding the same flexibility. Other UCs participated in sit-ins or walk-outs to protest the return to in-person learning. The student activism seen today is still reflective of the issues that have been identified at the start of the pandemic that continue to persist today; those of which include lack of accessibility to disabled and chronically ill students who run a higher risk of complications due to COVID exposure. Returning to “normal” (pre-pandemic) has remained elusive.

While there is research done on the pedagogical effectiveness of in-person learning, there must be an acknowledgement that these are unusual circumstances and students are now balancing their health and safety alongside academics and personal priorities. In an ever-changing world, and as states are shifting to an endemic stage of the COVID-19 era, the legal field must meet the moment. With the potential for future health and natural disasters, there seems to be little assurance from law school administrations, or the legal field in general, that there is movement toward a more equitable profession. It is precisely moments like these, these pivotal times in history, that the silence is felt the most.

B. Inequities Compounding Inequities from Beyond Law School

Though there are many internal factors within the law school structure that adversely affect students, there are just as many external factors at play. While universities and institutions attempted to push an idea of normalcy — business as usual — students were struggling with the cultural and political context surrounding their experience in law school. On May 25th, 2020, George Floyd was murdered by police, with a knee on his neck for over eight minutes because he had allegedly

162 See Teresa Watanabe, UCLA Students Stage Sit-In, Demand Online Options as UC In-Person Return Sparks Division, L.A. TIMES (Jan. 31, 2022), https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-01-31/uc-riven-over-in-person-vs-online-classes-amid-omicron [https://perma.cc/PPS5-93FV] [hereinafter UCLA Students Stage Sit-In].
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purchased cigarettes with a counterfeit twenty-dollar bill. In response to his murder, peaceful protests against police violence took place all across the country. BIPOC students were left to reason with how the legal field they are preparing to enter supports the institution that is harming and killing Black people. Black law students were particularly and uniquely affected by the murder. They watched as their very humanity was and continues to be debated by police and politicians, while simultaneously engaging in the rigorous academia of legal training — the very same field that has been used to devalue their worth.

This external burden bled into an internal issue. At UC Davis School of Law, for example, the law review write-on competition took place during the same week as George Floyd's murder. In the midst of this national uprise and global pandemic, rising second-year Black law students were forced to complete write-on assignments and begin their remote summer internships. As one of the prestigious pillars of the law school experience, law review membership can open doors for those who are able to get through the write-on competition process. Black law students were forced to confront another death in their community at the hands of law enforcement, while also being expected to perform at the highest level to compete for a spot on law review, one of the most prestigious and enduring institutions within the legal field. It was here where law schools failed to meet the moment.

As the summer bore on, students were forced to adopt a sense of “normalcy,” despite the tear gas, rubber bullets, and violence bearing

---


down on peaceful protestors. Many law students were actively engaged in activism and protests against police violence.\textsuperscript{170} Still, students were expected to be professionals in their summer placements, operating as if everything were “normal.” While law school administrations put out statements of solidarity as an acknowledgement of the discourse taking place across the nation,\textsuperscript{171} students were to continue as usual. Institutions of particular note are UCLA School of Law and UC Davis School of Law. Both universities released statements regarding the protests against police violence, but the effect fell short given their lack of responsiveness to students’ concerns regarding harmful practices pertaining to race.\textsuperscript{172}

Ineffective administration responses also had an impact on student responses. For example, ultimately, only one Black law student successfully wrote-on to UC Davis’s Law Review in Summer 2020.\textsuperscript{173} The following year, not a single Black law student attempted the write-on. As of Spring 2022, there remains only one Black law student on UC Davis’s Law Review — a product of continued diversity issues. Fewer than five Latinx individuals and one Native American individual serve on UC Davis’s Law Review.\textsuperscript{174} This calls into question the law school’s true understanding and empathy for Diverse law students and also raises concerns of gatekeeping. Despite law school administrations voicing support for Diverse students, prestigious organizations such as law review remain woefully homogenous. There seems to be a disconnect between what is said, and the actual support in place for Diverse students to break into these elite organizations. Student leadership also played a part. Rather than providing targeted support to the individuals impacted by the demonstrations, student leaders chose instead to utilize a more “one size fits all” approach, following in the footsteps of the administration that guides it. Law reviews or other prestigious on-campus organizations would benefit from more support


\textsuperscript{172} See supra notes 66–69, and 72.

\textsuperscript{173} Email from Anonymous Student, UC Davis School of Law, to author (on file with author).

\textsuperscript{174} Id.
and guidance from their law school administrations in creating pathways into these organizations for Diverse students. For example, Diverse students have historically had difficulty in attaining competitive grades.\footnote{Deborah J. Merritt, \textit{The White Bias in Legal Education}, Law School Café (July 16, 2015), \url{https://www.lawschoolcafe.org/2015/07/16/the-white-bias-in-legal-education/}.} Having a grade or GPA requirement as part of the write-on can be a barrier to these Diverse students.\footnote{See Paul Willison, \textit{Rethinking the Writing Competition: Developing Diversity Policies on Law Journals After FASORP I and II}, 71, 372-383 CASE W. RSRV. LAW REV. 351 (2020).} Eliminating a grade requirement is an equitable step that the law administration can actively instate or advocate for regarding law review membership.\footnote{See id.} Concrete interventions, such as this, can help create a culture of targeted support for Diverse students.

While there is some progress, for example, Harvard Law Review just elected a First-Generation Latina as its Editor-in-Chief, and the University of Texas Law Review elected their first Black Editor-in-Chief, there is no guarantee that the system itself is shifting to be more inclusive.\footnote{Harvard Law Review Elects Priscila Coronado ’23 as Its 136th President, HARV. L. TODAY (Feb. 2, 2022), \url{https://today.law.harvard.edu/harvard-law-review-elects-priscila-coronado-23-as-its-136th-president/} [https://perma.cc/254Z-TK2H]; Texas Law Review Selects First Black Editor-in-Chief, 2L Jason Onyediri, U. TEXAS SCH. OF L. (Feb. 15, 2022), \url{https://law.utexas.edu/news/2022/02/15/texas-law-review-elects-first-black-editor-in-chief-2l-jason-onyediri/} [https://perma.cc/L426-E4W8].}

In the autumn of 2020, after a tumultuous and heavily covered presidential election, Diverse students were subjected to post-Election Day fallout. Former President Trump manufactured unsubstantiated claims about the integrity of the election, inciting uprisings that culminated in the storming of the Capitol.\footnote{Michael Waldman, \textit{Trump’s Big Lie Led to Insurrection}, BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUST. (Jan. 12, 2021), \url{https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/trumps-big-lie-led-insurrection} [https://perma.cc/T9SG-JA9X].} These insurrectionists were largely supportive of or involved in white supremacist propaganda.\footnote{See Bill McCarthy, \textit{Tucker Carlson’s False Claim Downplaying Roles of White Supremacists at Capitol Riot}, POLITIFACT (Feb. 23, 2021), \url{https://api.politifact.com/factchecks/2021/feb/23/tucker-carlson/tucker-carlsons-false-claim-downplaying-role-white/} [https://perma.cc/TC4A-2NL9].} The events left Diverse law students at a crossroads, unable to divorce the happenings in the political sphere from their current circumstances. They were learning about the law of the land while at the same time dealing with the dehumanization of their very identity. Students reported feeling stressed over the election and
subsequent coverage, and some reported tensions with family members or loved ones during this time.\footnote{Orozco & Policarpio, supra note 13.}

While law school administrators may have been sympathetic, there was not much output in terms of substantive support. Students of color watched as Senator Josh Hawley supported the insurrectionists, implicitly validating the viewpoint of white supremacy.\footnote{See Jamil Smith, White Entitlement, On Parade, Rolling Stone (Jan. 7, 2021, 3:53 PM EST) https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/political-commentary/trump-mob-capitol-attack-jamil-1110820/ [https://perma.cc/62JE-4L5M].} Integral to the legal profession, perhaps unrightfully so, is the idea that law school graduates, particularly those from elite law schools, are some of the brightest and intelligent legal minds of our time. To watch as a Yale Law School graduate and current U.S. Senator support views and push legislation that erase the history of the United States is nothing short of alarming.\footnote{Biography, Josh Hawley: U.S. Senator for Mo., https://www.hawley.senate.gov/biography [https://perma.cc/8YQJ-7ZS3]; see Jennifer Bendery, GOP Senator Who Egged On Insurrectionists Introduces Bill About Loving America, HuffPost (July 26, 2021, 1:48 PM EDT), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/josh-hawley-insurrection-critical-race-theory_n_60fed63ae4b05f86fcb045f [https://perma.cc/9W3B-9F87].}

As Diverse students navigated an already hostile environment, made worse by the current pandemic, Law school administrations’ diversity and equity initiatives are not meeting the level of need within their own halls.\footnote{Leonard M. Baynes, Five Steps Law School Deans Can Take to Improve Diversity and Inclusion, ABA J. (Nov. 12, 2020, 3:57 PM CST), https://www.abajournal.com/voice/article/5-steps-law-school-deans-can-take-to-improve-diversity-and-inclusion [https://perma.cc/WU2F-KESQ].} Diverse students are given empty platitudes about mental health while the very field they hope to enter offers constant and consistent reminders that they do not belong there. The mental and physical loads placed on Diverse law students are enormous and cannot be completely covered in this Article. Yet these students are expected to learn and produce at the same rate as if they were in-person and life was “business as usual.” But as discussed, “business as usual” is not without harm or hurt. As Diverse law students suffer the brunt of the COVID-19 pandemic, a return to normal does not pose a “lesser evil” but rather one in a different form. Diverse students continue to experience inequity.

Despite the two years, numerous grading considerations, and significant student activism, little to no change has been made. As seen with ongoing student activism, students still want and need law schools
to adapt to reflect the needs of all students and not just the structurally favored few.\textsuperscript{185}

III. FINAL THOUGHTS

With all these issues at play, how can law school administrations do better to serve the most vulnerable of their student populations? While many schools have implemented diversity trainings and diversity, equity, and inclusion ("DEI") initiatives, these do not rise to the needs of Diverse law students.\textsuperscript{186} Professor Courtney Wright, an associate professor at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, does consultant and conflict work with organizations and education professionals to manage difficult interactions communicating across cultural differences. She writes, “By working on DEI initiatives without repairing those relationships, you are more like an agitator than ally. Just as agitators have infiltrated peaceful protests to incite violence, there are agitators who claim space in DEI regimes while (un)intentionally working against diverse faculty.”\textsuperscript{187} This same principle can apply to Diverse students. While the legal profession continues to be competitive, it is important to reassess how practices that keep Diverse attorneys out of the legal field continue to survive and thrive. After a year of navigating a global pandemic, law school administrators should take an honest assessment of their efforts and implement immediate changes to support Diverse students. Now.

There are a number of ways to bring equity to the legal field, some of which we have explored, and many of which have been advocated for throughout the years.

- In the short term, we encourage law schools to create a hybrid-learning program, tailored to fit the needs of their student community. As we have seen throughout the pandemic, there is no one-size-fits-all given the current state of affairs.\textsuperscript{188}

\textsuperscript{185} Hybrid Learning Petition Letter supra note 164.


\textsuperscript{187} Id.

\textsuperscript{188} See Connor Thompson, A Structural Critique of Law School, Ark. J. of Soc. CHANGE & PUB. SERV. (Oct. 15, 2020), https://uarl.edu/socialchange/2020/10/15/a-structural-critique-of-law-school/ [https://perma.cc/94GH-UK8S] (remarking that the author hopes “to see a system of legal pedagogy that permits each student to thrive on his or her own terms, rather than assume a uniform standard” rather than “reward[”}
• Support abolishing the bar exam immediately. As discussed, the bar exam is an inaccurate measure of modern-day legal practice. In its current form, the bar exam emphasizes memorization over understanding of legal doctrine. It requires split-second decision-making, which could result in sanctions or malpractice if used in the real world, and fails to test actual lawyering skills.

• Eliminate the use of letter grading or GPAs. Letter grading furthers meritocracy, awarding the best opportunities to those who earn the highest grades. This system relies on the assumption that every student has equal access to the same resources. While some students can dedicate entire days/evenings to studying and practicing legal theory, others worry about finances, part-time work or caretaking responsibilities. Access to tutoring and supplemental material also plays a part in disadvantaging diverse students. This creates an unlevel playing field, rewarding students for attaining high grades rather than supporting those who may be working their hardest in addition to juggling other responsibilities. Eliminating letter grades, with a simple “pass/no pass” option, may remedy this issue and alleviate the stressors faced by the most vulnerable students.

• Law schools must actively be anti-racist. The legal profession relies heavily on meritocracy and rankings. The coveted *U.S. News and World Report* rankings speak to this. But if legal institutions such as Yale Law School can produce senators such as Joshua David Hawley, it begs the question: what do these institutions stand for? Organizations such as the Federalist Society, often considered a pinnacle of elitism and a key factor for narrow skills that have historically been dominated by white, male, privileged people . . . at the exclusion of others*).


191 See Matt Kristofferson *supra* note 153; see also OROZCO & POLICARPIO, *supra* note 13; Advocates for Equity, *Law School Student Voices*, UNIV. OF SAN DIEGO SCH. OF L *supra* note 155.

a number of judicial appointments, feature speakers who support and espouse white supremacist ideals. This is not a coincidence. Hiding behind the guise of freedom of speech is lazy at best and giving a platform to racist and hateful arguments is tantamount to violence and speaks volumes to minority students.

- Reduce the cost of tuition. Based on the national average, tuition for a legal education has gone up nearly $30,000 in the past thirty-five years. Adjusting for inflation, law schools should cost about $4,700, a mere $2,000 more than in 1985. Financing a legal education remains one of the biggest hurdles for underrepresented and Diverse students. Law schools should consider tuition remission or tuition refunds for students who had to pay the full cost of tuition while attending school online.

But above all else, listen to students. Ultimately, the question remains, for who does this current system work? Due to the nature of law degree programs, they are often short, anywhere between three to four years. While students can identify issues that impact them directly, it often is not enough to make widescale/lasting change. In the alternative, school administrations would benefit from having an active role in engaging the student body. Too often it is left to students to conduct surveys asking about the well-being of their peers or to continue to push for equitable change. Law school administrations should take active roles to learn about their student communities and take note of what students


195 Law School Costs, LAW SCH. TRANSPARENCY, https://data.lawschooltransparency.com/costs/tuition/ (last visited Mar. 5, 2021) [https://perma.cc/KFA6-STKX] (pulling data and statistics from the American Bar Association from 1985 to 2013). LST has calculated data from 2014 to present using data individual schools have reported to the ABA. Id.

196 Id.

197 See Shepherd, supra note 17, at 146-48.
say would best assist them during times of crisis as well as under “normal” circumstances. A commitment to learn about students and carefully considering the needs of each class is the first step to help fill structural gaps. Students should not be in the position of creating mutual aids to support the gaps where the law school falls short.

Though these solutions do not get to the root of the inequities that Diverse students face, they are a starting point. Many have been advocating for these changes for years. The pandemic has shed light on the fragility of gains made by Diverse students, and it is imperative that law schools across the nation act swiftly and immediately to rectify the harms Diverse students are facing.